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QUESTION 1

An airline wants to invest in an Aruba Mobility (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) solution for the three hubs it has throughout
the country. A single MM is located in the datacenter at one of the hubs. The MCs in the other two hubs reach the MM
through a site-to-site IPSec VPN. 

The operations team does not want to lose monitoring and configuration control of the MCs if something happens to the
datacenter where the MM resides. 

Which solution ensures that there is management access to the MCs in case of an MM failure due to a datacenter
outage? 

A. Deploy another MM in a different location, and enable L2 redundancy. 

B. Install AirWave Management Platform, and enable Read and Write Management access on devices. 

C. Deploy another MM in a different location, and enable L3 redundancy. 

D. Deploy a local MM on each hub, and synchronize the configuration between all MMs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibit. 

A network administrator configures an Instant AP (IAP) to establish an Aruba IPSec tunnel across the Internet, and
configures two DHCP pools for wireless users. 

Based on the output shown in the exhibit, which device behaves as a DHCP server for the users? 

A. Mobility Master 

B. Mobility Controller 

C. External server 

D. DSL modem 



E. Virtual Controller 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibits. 

Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 



Exhibit 3 



A network engineer deploys a Master Controller (MC) cluster at Headquarter to offer high levels of redundancy, and
prepares the wired side of the network. This preparation includes the VLAN, DHCP Settings, and unicast routing
services that APs require to reach the cluster. 

The network engineer waits for 20 minutes after connecting the APs and sees that no SSIDs are advertised. The
network engineer logs into one of the MCs and one of the AP\\'s consoles to obtain the outputs shown in the exhibits. 

What can the network engineer do to fix the APs discovery process, to ensure the best scalability even if one MC fails? 

A. Reprovision the APs with a different Master IP. 

B. Modify the IP address in one of the MCs. 

C. Modify option 43 in the DHCP pool. 

D. Create a VRRP instance in the MCs. 

Correct Answer: C 

 



QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibits. 

Exhibit1 

Exhibit2 





A network administrator integrates a current Mobility Master (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) deployment with a RADIUS
infrastructure. After using the RADIUS server to authenticate a wireless user, the network administrator realizes that the
client machine is not falling into the it_department role, as shown in the exhibits. 

Which configuration is required to map the users into the proper role, based on standard attributes returned by the
RADIUS server in the Access Accept message? 

A. aaa server-group Corp-Network set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value it_department 

B. aaa server-group GROUP-RADIUS set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value it_department 

C. aaa server-group Corp-employee set role condition Filter-Id equals it-role set-value it_department 

D. aaa server-group Corp-employee set role condition Filter-Id value-of 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A network administrator deploys AirWave over a Mobility Master (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) network to monitor,
audit, and report activities. The main areas of concern are with high user density, not enough APs, or not enough
channel bandwidth. 

Which two report options can the network administrator user to create a weekly report that shows networking equipment
with more users and high-demand applications used by top talkers? (Select two.) 

A. Most Utilized Folders by Maximum Concurrent Clients 

B. Most Utilized by Usage 

C. Top Applications Summary 

D. Most Utilized by Maximum Concurrent Clients 

E. Top 3 Applications For Top 10 Users 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit. 



A network administrator deploys a Mobility Master (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) solution in the headquarters. The
network administrator prepares the wired side of the network with the proper VLAN, DHCP settings, and routing
services to ensure that APs can reach the MCs. 

The network administrator connects two APs in different IP segments and waits for 20 minutes, but SSIDs are
advertised in one of the APs only. The engineer logs into the MC console and sees the output shown in the exhibit. 

What is the reason that the AP20 is not broadcasting SSIDs? 

A. IPSec traffic is being blocked. 

B. IKE traffic is being dropped. 

C. PAPI traffic is being blocked. 

D. GRE traffic is being blocked. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A network administrator wants to receive a major alarm every time a controller or an Aruba switch goes down for either
a local or an upstream device failure. Which alarm definition must the network administrator create to accomplish this? 





A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A network administrator deploys APs with radios in Air Monitor mode and detects several APs and SSIDs that belong to
stores next door. The Mobility Master (MM) classifies the APs and SSIDs as potential rogues. The network administrator
wants to prevent the Air Monitor from applying countermeasures against these APs. 

How can the network administrator accomplish this? 

A. Select the BSSID and click reclassify, then select neighbor. 

B. Run the Define WIP Policy task, and define the BSSIDs of the neighboring APs as interfering. 

C. Select the BSSID and click reclassify, then select interfering. 

D. Run the Define WIP Policy task, and define the BSSIDs of the neighboring APs as Authorized. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 



A network administrator deploys a new Mobility Master (MM)-Mobility Controller (MC) network. To test the solution, the
network administrator accessess some of the AP consoles and statistically provisions them. However, these APs do not
propagate the configured SSIDs. The network administrator looks at the logs and sees the output shown in the exhibit. 

Which actions must the network administrator take to solve the problem? 

A. Reprovision one of the APs with a different name, and add new entries with the proper group in the whitelist. 

B. Reprovision the AP with a different group, and modify the name of one AP in the whitelist. 

C. Create another AP group in the MC\\'s configuration and reprovision one AP with a different group. 

D. Reprovision one of the APs with a different name, and modify the name of one AP in the whitelist. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An organization owns a fully functional multi-controller Aruba network with a Virtual Mobility Master (VMM) in VLAN 20.
They have asked a network consultant to deploy a redundant MM on a different server. The solution must offer the
lowest convergence time and require no human interaction in case of failure. 

The servers host other virtual machines and are connected to different switches that implement ACLs to protect them.
The organization grants the network consultant access to the servers only, and appoints a network administrator to
assist with the deployment. 

What must the network administrator do so the network consultant can successfully deploy the solution? (Select three.) 

A. Reserve one IP address for the second MM and another IP address for its gateway 

B. Configure an ACL entry that permits IP protocol 50, UDP port 500, and multicast IP 224.0.0.18. 

C. Allocate VLAN 20 to the second server, and extend it throughout the switches. 

D. Reserve one IP address for the second MM and another for the VIP. 



E. Configure an ACL entry that permits UDP 500, UDP 4500, and multicast IP 224.0.0.1. 

F. Allocate another VLAN to the second server, and permit routing between them. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 11

Refer to the exhibit. 

A user\\'s laptop only operates in the 2.4 GHz band and supports 802.11n. This user reports that the network is slow at
the cafeteria that is serviced by three APs, and suggests that there might be a problem with the WLAN. The network
administrator finds the user in the MM, and obrains the output shown in the exhibit. 

What should the network administrator do to optimize the client connection? 



A. Disable lower transmit rates in the SSID profile. 

B. Change the channel being used in the radio profile. 

C. Reduce Min/Max channel bandwidth in the radio profile. 

D. Reduce Min/Max EIRP in the ARM profile. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibits. Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 

A network administrator deploys role-based tunneled node in a corporate network to unify the security policies
enforcement. When users authenticate with 802.1X, ClearPass shows Accept results, and sends the HPE-User-Role
attribute as expected. However, the switch always applies the denyall role. 

Why does the switch fail to allocate the tunnel-employee role? 

A. Denyall is a secondary role contained within tunnel-employee. 



B. The switch is not configured with primary tunneled-node user role. 

C. The switch is not configured with secondary tunneled-node user role. 

D. RADIUS Access Accept messages time out in the switch. 

Correct Answer: B 
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